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Abstract

This paper proposes a perturbation-based approach to implement the idea of endogenous �nancial
risk in a standard DSGE macro-model. Recent papers, such as Mendoza (2010), Brunnermeier
and Sannikov (2012) and He and Krishnamurthy (2012), that have stimulated the research �eld on
endogenous risk in a macroeconomic context, are based on sophisticated solution methods that are
not easily applicable in larger models. We propose an approximation method that allows us to capture
some of the basic insights of this literature in a standard macro-model. We are able to identify an
important risk-channel that derives from the risk aversion of constrained intermediaries and that
contributes signi�cantly to the overall �nancial and macro volatility. With this procedure, we obtain
a consistent and computationally-e¢ cient modelling device that can be used for integrating �nancial
stability concerns within the traditional monetary policy analysis.

�The views expressed in this paper are the authors�and do not necessarily re�ect those of the National Bank of Belgium.
We would like to thank Michel Julliard for his advice on implementing higher-order perturbation methods in Dynare.

yNational Bank of Belgium and University of Leuven, hans.dewachter@nbb.be.
zNational Bank of Belgium, rafael.wouters@nbb.be.
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1 Introduction

This paper proposes a perturbation-based approach to implement the idea of endogenous �nancial risk

in a standard DSGE macro-model. Recent papers, such as Mendoza (2010), Brunnermeier and Sannikov

(2012) and He and Krishnamurthy (2012), that have stimulated the research �eld on endogenous risk

in a macroeconomic context, are based on sophisticated solution methods that are not easily applicable

in larger models. We propose an approximation method that allows us to capture some of the basic

insights of this literature in a standard macro-model. With this procedure, we obtain a consistent and

computationally-e¢ cient modelling device that can be used for integrating �nancial stability concerns

within the traditional monetary policy analysis.

The starting point of this paper is the work of He and Krishnamurthy (2012) in which �nancial inter-

mediaries are facing occasionally-binding capital constraints. They show that such �nancial constraints,

when activated by some bad economic shocks that deplete the capital base of the intermediaries, lead to

a disruptive �nancial intermediation process and potentially to a systemic risk crisis. In such situations,

capital-constrained intermediaries experience a strong increase in the riskiness of their balance sheet

position and are forced to adjust their asset and credit evaluation standards. The resulting asset price

corrections and credit supply restrictions will feedback to the �rms�and households�investment decisions

which deteriorate further the macroeconomic environment and raise the probability of a vicious cycle.

Recent papers on the �nancial crisis and the resulting Great Recession tend to converge on the idea

that capital constraints on �nancial intermediaries are an important factor for understanding the risk

attitude of these institutions. Gilchrist and Zakrajeck (2012) relate the predictive power of their bond

premium for the business cycle to the risk-bearing capacity of the marginal investors in these bonds.

These investors act in a more risk-averse way when their capital becomes impaired which translates in

an increase of the bond premium and a reduction in the supply of credit available to potential borrowers.

Adrian and Boyarchenko (2012) document that the risk-bearing funding constraint of the intermediaries

generates procyclical leverage and strong procyclical dynamics in the intermediated credit. The modelling

approach based on capital constraints build also on the older literature of the �nancial accelerator model

(Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (1999)) or collateral constraints (Kyotaki and More (1997)) that has

been applied more recently to the �nancial sector as well (see Gertler and Karadi (2011) or Gertler and

Kyotaki (2010)). These models exploit the �rst-order e¤ects of net worth and credit constraints from

default and/or opportunity costs. However, they do not exploit the risk ampli�cation inherent in the

global dynamics of these models. Our approach builds also on the literature that illustrates the limits

of arbitrage in �nancial markets due to wealth constraints (Xiong (2001)). It shares with this literature

the important message that asset prices during stress periods deviate substantially from their e¢ cient

market valuation, i.e. the constraint-free equilibrium price.
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He and Krishnamurthy(2012), and related papers such as Brunnermeier and Sannikov (2012) and Daniels-

son, Shin and Zigrand (2011), use global solution methods to solve the ordinary di¤erential equations that

describe the �nancial and real decisions of the various economic agents within the context of occasionally-

binding constraints that separate distressed states from normal times. This global solution procedure

imposes in practice, however, strong limitations on the size of the state vector; in most cases only one state

variable is allowed, which hampers a direct implementation of these procedures in a fully-�edged macro-

model. Mendoza (2010) uses numerical solution techniques for solving similar setups. These methods can

be applied to larger models with a larger state vector, as in Favilukis, Ludvigson and Van Nieuwerburgh

(2011). However, these iterative procedures remain very time-consuming and therefore not useful in the

context of empirical validation exercises.

In this endogenous risk literature, �nancial risk is modelled consistently with the stochastic discount

factor of the marginal investor. Typically, only �nancial intermediaries are assumed to invest directly in

capital or in �rm assets and therefore, these institutions are key to risk pricing. Models with heterogenous

agents and limited capital market participation have been able to generate substantial risk premiums as

was shown in Danthine and Donaldson (2002), and Guvenen (2009). Along these lines, De Graeve et al.

(2010) investigate the time-varying nature of asset price risk in a macro-model that di¤erentiates between

shareholder, bondholders and workers. That paper also discusses the interaction between the macro-

economic frictions and asset price risk but it does not consider �nancial constraints which are central

in the new endogenous risk literature. De Graeve et al. (2010) also use local third-order perturbation

methods, similar to the ones used in this paper, to investigate the time-varying risk. Recently, there has

been a growing interest in the use of higher-order perturbation methods for analyzing the role of risk in

macroeconomic models. However, these papers, like Fernandez-Villaverde et al. (2012), concentrate on

the role of exogenous risk and stochastic volatility and do not discuss the endogenous risk mechanism

that is produced in our model mainly via the leverage constraint on �nancial intermediaries.

This paper evaluates the risk channel originated by occasionally-binding capital constraints on �nancial

intermediaries in a standard DSGE model. The remainder of this paper consists of four sections. In

section 2, we explain the underlying model of He and Krishnamurthy (2012) for capital-constrained

�nancial intermediaries in a continuous-time setting. We discuss the global dynamics of this simple

model that treats the real economy as simply as possible. In section 3, we explain how we can replace the

occasionally-binding capital constraint by a non-linear but continuous approximation. This approximate

model can be solved in a discrete-time setting by local third-order perturbation methods. We compare the

results of this approach with the outcomes from the continuous-time model to illustrate the merits and

problems of the approximation. In section 4, we implement this non-linear capital constraint on �nancial

intermediaries in a more extensive DSGE model that contains the standard nominal and real frictions.

We explain how the capital constraint adds a potentially important risk channel to the transmission

mechanism of a standard productivity shock in that model. We illustrate how this endogenous risk
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channel increases the macroeconomic volatility, especially during �nancial stress periods and how it

interacts with the interest rate policy. Finally, section 5 concludes.

2 Global dynamics in a continuous-time AK economy

In this section we present a simple, continuous-time, one-sector DSGE model with capital-constrained

�nancial intermediaries. This model �ts within the macroeconomic framework to study systemic risk, as

proposed by He and Krishnamurthy (2012), (HK(2012)). Speci�cally, it introduces a reputation-based

equity constraint on �nancial intermediation in an otherwise standard AK production economy. As shown

by HK(2012), these models generate endogenous risk, i.e. endogenous dependence of �nancial and macro-

economic variables on the reputation (leverage) of the �nancial sector. In line with empirical observation,

we �nd that low-reputation states (where the constraint is becomes binding) are associated with �nancial

distress (high and volatile Sharpe ratios and risk and low capital price levels). However, this type of

models has the striking feature of hardly generating a signi�cant impact of reputation (and leverage) on

the macroeconomy, i.e. on production or investment. Therefore, we also assess the relevance of �nan-

cial constraints on the non-�nancial �rm for the ampli�cation of the impact of �nancial risk (reputation

e¤ects). More speci�cally, we extend the model by introducing, next to the equity constraint on the

�nancial intermediary, a collateral constraint on the non-�nancial �rms. With these additional frictions,

we are able to obtain signi�cant links between reputation and macroeconomic quantities. Finally, we

also shown that the occasionally-binding capital constraint can be substituted with a continuous approx-

imation. This alternative formulation of the constraint is further exploited in the local approximation

method in the next section.

2.1 The continuous-time AK Model

2.1.1 Production, investment and households

Production is modelled by a standard AK-production technology. Firms employ a level of (e¤ective)

capital, Kt; which given a speci�c technology (and productivity) A; generates a level of output according

to the AK framework:

Yt = AKt: (1)

The �rms pay a �xed proportion of output in the form of the wage bill, ltwt = l � Yt and the remainder
of output is paid out to shareholders of the �rm in the form of dividends, i.e. divt = (1� l) � Yt:

Following HK(2012), the dynamics of e¤ective capital contain both an endogenous (net investment, it��)
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and exogenous component (capital e¢ ciency shocks, �dZt):

dKt = Kt(it � �) +Kt�dZt; (2)

where it and � denote the investment and depreciation rate, respectively and the instantaneous standard

deviation of the capital e¢ ciency shock is given by �. The capital e¢ ciency or quality shock is the only

exogenous factor in the model. Investments are accompanied by capital adjustment costs, so that the

total cost (gross investment) of installing itKt units of new capital requires 	(it;Kt) units of consumption

goods:

	(Kt; it) = itKt +
�

2
(it � �)2Kt: (3)

Real investment is undertaken by (risk-neutral) capital good producers, maximizing net pro�ts qtitKt �
	(Kt; it), with qt denoting the price of capital. The net pro�ts of capital producers are generated by

selling the net production of capital goods in the market. Producers maximize pro�ts by choosing optimal

investment:

it = � +
qt � 1
�

: (4)

Households maximize expected (log) utility of the total consumption level, Ct; subject to the standard

budget constraint:

max
ct

1Z
0

e��t ln(Ct)dt

dWt = (lYt � Ct)dt+Wtrtdt+ �
h
tWt(

dVt
Vt

� rtdt);

leading to the standard Euler equation:

rt = �+ Et

�
dCt
Ct

�
� V art

�
dCt
Ct

�
: (5)

Household wealth accumulation consists of two components. First, households derive income out of labor

(lYt) and earn returns on wealth, Wt. Households hold wealth either in the form of risk-free bonds,

Bt or in the form of equity from the intermediary sector, Vt: Wt = Bt + Vt: Debt is issued by the

intermediary sector in the form of risk-free deposits. The return on wealth depends on the allocation of

wealth over bonds and equity (i.e. �h). We assume, following HK (2012), that households use relatively

simple investment rules, attributing a fraction � of wealth to the debt household and (1 � �) to the

equity household. While the debt household invests all attributed wealth in risk-free debt, the equity

household invests either in debt or equity of the intermediary sector. The investment share in equity of

the latter depends on the reputation of the �nancial sector, Et (see next section). If the reputation of the
intermediary sector is su¢ ciently high (i.e. , Et � (1 � �)Wt) all wealth of the equity household will be

invested in equity (�ht = 1 � �), else, reputation acts as an e¤ective upper bound on equity investment

(�ht = Et=Wt). The reputation of the intermediary sector thus e¤ectively acts as an occasionally-binding

constraint on household investment:

�ht = min((1� �); Et=Wt):
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2.1.2 Financial intermediation, reputation and equity constraints

Financial intermediaries play a crucial double role in the model, intermediating between the households

and the capital market. First, we assume that only �nancial intermediaries have access to the capital

market (and hence become the marginal investor), establishing the need for �nancial intermediation.

Second, households are the �nal originators of funding of the intermediary sector, either in the form of

equity or deposits. The share of equity and deposit �nancing is determined by the reputation of the

�nancial sector. Figure 1 displays the balance sheets of households and �nancial intermediaries and

contains the implicit assumptions of our set up.

Insert Figure 1

Financial intermediaries raise equity and issue debt to invest in the capital of the producing �rms.

Denoting the return on equity of the �nancial intermediary by dRFIt ; the return on capital by dRt and

the leverage (assets over equity) of the �nancial intermediary by �FI ; �FI = qtKt=Vt, it follows that the

return on equity of the �nancial intermediary is given by:

dRFIt = �FIt dRt + (1� �FIt )rtdt (6)

with the return on (existing) capital ~Kt, dRt = d(qt ~Kt)=(qt ~Kt) + divt dt; following from equations (1)

and (2)1 :

dRt =
dqt +A(1� l)dt

qt
� �tdt+ �dZt + Covt

�
dqt
qt
; �dZt

�
: (7)

Even though households own the �nancial intermediaries, we assume (as in HK (2012)) that bankers

operate and control, independently of household preferences, the investment portfolio of the intermediary

optimizing on a reputation-based objective function. Denoting the reputation of the �nancial interme-

diary at the micro level by "t; HK (2012) posit a proportionality between reputation and investment

performance:
d"t
"t
= m dRFIt :

Positing a direct proportionality between reputation (") and investment performance (exp(m
R
dRFIt �

m2

2

R �
dRFIt

�2
) re�ects the (widely-held) belief that �nancial intermediaries can build up reputation and

"trust" or "credibility" through the performance of the investment strategy. The better the investment

track record of the �nancial intermediary, the higher its reputation and the con�dence of the households in

the institution. As mentioned in the previous section, reputation plays a crucial role as it will determine

the amount of equity households are willing to hold with the speci�c intermediary. The higher the

1Note that the di¤erence between K and ~K is due to the fact that in the latter new investments are not taken into
account as they are not yet part of the investment portfolio. The dynamics for existing capital hence imply zero investments:

d ~Kt = � ~Kt� + ~Kt�dZt;
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reputation, the more households will be investing in the equity of the �nancial intermediary. The lower

reputation, the less inclined households will be to invest in the equity of the intermediary. Reputation

hence can act as an occasionally-binding equity constraint on banks�balance sheets. Given the central

role of reputation as a pre-condition for equity �nancing, we model bankers as optimizing reputation by

following "growth-optimal" investment strategies for reputation:

max
�FI

E
�
dRFIt

�
� m

2
V art

�
dRFIt

�
;

implying the standard optimal investment strategy2 :

�FIt =
Et [dRt]� rt
mV art [dRt]

(8)

Aggregating over the reputations at the micro level, by taking into account exit (at rate �t) and entry (at

rate  t) of the individual �nancial intermediaries, we obtain the reputation at the macro level, Et; with:
dEt
Et

= mdRFIt � �tdt+  tdt

The level of the macro-reputation plays a crucial role in the allocation of household investment. As

explained above, at the aggregate level, equity households invest a share ((1 � �)Wt) of their wealth in

equity as long as the aggregate reputation of the intermediary sector is su¢ ciently high. The total equity

funding of the �nancial sector by the households is therefore given by the occasionally-binding constraint:

Vt = min(Et; (1� �)Wt): (9)

Given that the �nancial intermediary is the only (and marginal) investor in capital, developments in

reputation of the �nancial intermediary will a¤ect risk and risk pricing in the capital market. Speci�cally,

as reputation determines the composition of funding (and hence leverage) of the �nancial intermediary,

it will also a¤ect the required risk premium on the capital market. If the reputation of the �nancial

sector is too low, households will restrict equity funding, and hence the leverage of the intermediary

(�FI), holding all the capital, will increase. Financial intermediaries, however, will compensate the

highly leveraged position by requiring higher risk premiums in the capital market (see equation (8)). If

the reputation of the �nancial intermediaries is su¢ ciently high, equity households are willing to provide

a substantial amount of equity �nancing, decreasing leverage. As a result of the lower leverage of the

�nancial intermediary required risk premiums will be lower. Hence, equation (8) suggests an inverse

(positive) relation between reputation (leverage) and risk premiums.

2.1.3 General equilibrium

The equilibrium of this economy consists of a set of prices (qt; rt) and a set of decision rules (Ct; �FI);

where (i) the actions should, for given prices, satisfy the respective optimality conditions (i.e. equation
2HK (2012), assume that bankers optimize �nal reputation within a context of exit. This problem is equivalent to

maximizing the log of (�nal) reputation. Taking into account potential exit implies a maximization problem:

max
�FI

E

Z
e��t ln "tdt:
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(5) and (8)) and (ii) where for given actions and prices, markets should clear. The relevant market

clearing conditions are (i) for the goods market:

Yt = Ct +	(Kt; it); (i)

(ii) the �nancial wealth constraint for the household sector (being the shareholder of the �nancial inter-

mediaries):

Wt = qtKt = Vt + (Wt � Vt) (ii)

and (iii) the capital market clearing (implying that only �nancial intermediaries invest in the capital

market and hold all capital):

�FIVt = qtKt (iii)

The latter market clearing condition makes the role of the equity constraint in the equilibrium explicit.

Rewriting the latter condition in terms of leverage (qtKt=Vt = �FI) and using the optimal investment

condition for �nancial intermediaries (equation (8)) shows that capital market returns and/or volatility

are related to leverage. Increases in leverage (for instance due to a decrease in equity �nancing of the

�nancial intermediary) are related to either an increase in the expected return on capital or a reduction

in the volatility.

Following closely the procedures developed by HK(2012), it can be shown that an equilibrium exists in

terms of a single state variable, et; i.e. scaled macro-reputation:

et =
Et
Kt

with dynamics:

det = �edt+ �edZt (10)

Moreover, by conjecturing that the price of capital is a function of the (scaled) reputation of the �nancial

intermediary, i.e. q(et); we can rewrite the endogenous variables as a function of this pricing functional

and the dynamics of scaled reputation.3 Speci�cally, the return on capital, dRt de�ned in equation (7)

can be reformulated by using the dynamics of e and the conjectured price functional as:

dRt =

�
�� + q0t�e + 1=2q

00�2e + (1� l)A+ q0t�e�
qt

�
dt+

�
� + �e

q0t
qt

�
dZt: (11)

Below we show that q0, the derivative of the pricing function with respect to reputation, is positive for the

calibrations used in this paper. This implies that, in this model, endogenous risk arises as a consequence

of changes in the reputation of the �nancial intermediaries. Equation (11) shows that the impact of

exogenous capital e¢ ciency shocks gets ampli�ed. The total ampli�cation e¤ect, however, depends on

both the price impact of a typical shock in reputation (q0=q)as well as on the (endogenously determined)

size of the reputational shocks, �e.

3The moments of the dynamics of scaled reputation are a function of the characteristics of the pricing functional q(e)
and e.
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The capital price also determines the equilibrium levels of consumption and investment and hence (for

q0 > 0) implies a transmission of reputation e¤ects to the macroeconomy. Using the market clearing

condition, equation (i), and the expressions for optimal investment and the production function (equations

(4) and (1)), we can express equilibrium consumption and investment (scaled by capital) as:

Ct=Kt = (Yt �	(Kt; it)) =Kt = �A� � � (qt � 1)
�

� (qt � 1)
2

2�
;

	(Kt; it)=Kt = � +
qt � 1
�

+
(qt � 1)2
2�

:

(12)

Given q0 > 0; (scaled) investment increases with the reputation of the �nancial intermediaries; an increase

in reputation (decrease in leverage of the �nancial intermediaries) requires a lower risk premium and

increases the capital price, which triggers a positive investment e¤ect (see equation (4)). The increase in

investment is compensated by a decrease in consumption, establishing that the consumption and (gross)

investment e¤ects counterbalance in this model.

Finally, given the dynamics of consumption, one can obtain the expression for the equilibrium interest

rate level by solving for the mean and the variance of the consumption process (see equation (5)). Given

that consumption depends on the pricing function q; it follows also that the risk-free interest rate depends

on the pricing function and hence the reputation state variable.

2.2 Global dynamics

Given a calibration of parameters and appropriate boundary conditions, the model can be solved explicitly

by using numerical solution techniques for systems of ODEs. Table 1 presents the calibration for the one-

sector version of the AK model discussed before. Given the fact that the model is highly stylized, we

do not aim to fully replicate all empirical moments. Instead, the main goal is to analyze the degree

of nonlinearity and endogeneity of risk and the transmission to the real economy for a "reasonable"

set of parameters. For the intermediation part, the calibration follows HK (2012). In line with their

calibration, we assume the sensitivity of reputation m at 2.5, which for baseline speci�cation results in

sharpe ratios in between 2.0 and 0.1 with an average of around 0.31. Bankers�exit rate (�) and the debt

share (�) are respectively �xed at 0.13 and 0.5. We use a lower trigger for entry, i.e. a Sharpe ratio of 2,

 = 2. As the production side of the model deviates substantially from HK(2012), signi�cantly di¤erent

parameters are used. First, we use a substantially lower size for the capital e¢ ciency shock (2% instead

of 5%) as it will lead to more reasonable values for the implied consumption volatility (at the price of

mis�tting investment volatility). We use an aggregate productivity parameter (A) of 0.35. Given the

AK production technology, this parameter implies a GDP to capital share of about 1/3.4 We assume

signi�cant investment adjustment costs (� = 20).5 Finally, the wage bill share in GDP of 60% (l = 0:60)
4Note that our speci�cation, including a wage bill, also allows us to have more reasonable values for the investment and

consumption shares in the economy.
5The high level of adjustment costs is chosen to strike a balance between the volatility of asset prices and the (capital)

price sensitivity of investments. Choosing smaller values of � will increase the price sensitivity, but reduce signi�cantly the
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is in line with an average consumption and investment share in GDP of, respectively, around 70% and

30%.

Insert Table 1

Figure 2 presents the global dynamics solution for the baseline case. The upper panels present the

solution for leverage (�FI) and access to equity �nancing (Vt) as a function of scaled reputation. In line

with the occasionally-binding constraint, we observe that reputation determines the level (and share) of

equity funding of the �nancial intermediary. For low reputation levels, the level of equity is e¤ectively

constrained. This funding constraint also generates a nonlinear impact on leverage, which increases

nonlinearly, as reputation decreases. The impact of reputation on funding and leverage is further re�ected

in the �nancial variables. Typically, the price of capital increases with the reputation of the �nancial

sector, re�ecting the lower risk premium demanded by the �nancial sector with high reputation. A high

reputation of the sector implies that households invest signi�cant amounts of wealth in equity, reducing

leverage and hence the risk premium. For low levels of reputation, however, the equity constraint is

binding and households reduce equity investment, inducing a higher leverage on the �nancial sector,

implying higher required risk premia on capital and hence a decreasing price.6 Note, moreover, that

the price sensitivity to reputation becomes larger for lower levels of reputation, illustrating the link

between reputation and volatility. The impact of reputation on the return on capital are depicted in the

middle panels; low reputation states are characterized by both a high volatility and expected return.7

However, the quantitative impact of the endogenous risk remains limited with the range for the price

of capital (between 0.9 and 1.1). Moreover, the transmission of the endogenous risk towards the real

economy remains limited, with (scaled) consumption and investment relatively stable for di¤erent levels

of reputation.

Insert Table 2 and Figures 2 and 3

The nonlinear features of the model can be illustrated further by means of simulations. Figure 3 displays

the simulated values of the retained variables and overlays these simulation results on the theoretical

global dynamics solution. The most relevant observation is that the simulated values are concentrated

on a relatively small subset of global dynamics solution. This follows from the fact that the simulations

for the scaled reputation remain within a relatively con�ned interval, i.e. [0,1], suggesting that the

dynamics of et (equation (10)) are bounded. Note that the e¤ective interval of scaled reputation (e)

contains the region where the nonlinearity of the solution is strongest i.e. where the equity constraint

volatility (and nonlinearity) in the capital price.
6 In line with forward-looking markets, prices start to decrease even at reputation levels where the equity constraint does

not bind. This happens due to the anticipation of possible future reputation-constrained states, which become more likely
as reputation is closer to the threshold.

7Although not reported, note that the Sharpe ratio is decreasing in scaled reputation and is signi�cantly higher in the
region where the equity constraint is binding.
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binds. The nonlinearity of the global solution is therefore relevant in practice. Table 2 presents summary

statistics for the volatility of the most important variables, distinguishing between distress and non-

distress periods.8 We can observe signi�cant nonlinear e¤ects in the volatility of most �nancial variables

(such as intermediary equity (Eq), the Sharpe ratio (SR) or the capital price (Q)), with higher volatility

during the distress periods than in the non-distress periods. However, the endogenous risk e¤ects in the

model remain con�ned to the �nancial sector, and do not impact on the macroeconomy. More speci�cally,

the nonlinearity is much less marked for the macroeconomic variables, where much less asymmetry is

observed between distressed and non-distressed periods. Finally, note that the model does not perform

well in replicating the empirical moments.

2.3 Extensions

2.3.1 The role of additional �nancial constraints

Although the model generates an endogenous impact of reputation (and leverage of �nancial intermedi-

aries) on both macroeconomic and �nancial variables, the quantitative e¤ects remain relatively small. In

this section, we assess the relevance of a �nancial constraint on the non-�nancial �rm for the ampli�cation

of the impact of �nancial risk (reputation e¤ects). More speci�cally, we extend the model by introducing,

next to the equity constraint on the �nancial intermediary, a collateral constraint on the non-�nancial

�rms.

The baseline model is extended by allowing for productivity enhancing production factors, nt; which

increase the productivity of capital, At = �A+ �nt: We assume that �rms need to borrow (intra-period)

working capital to employ these speci�c factors.9 The total �nancing costs of employing nt speci�c factors,

i.e. ntKt; need to be pre-�nanced by intra-period loans and require su¢ cient coverage by collateral

(capital) : ntKt � vKtqt: By assuming that the working capital constraint binds, a direct feedback from

�nancial shocks to productivity and the real economy is obtained:

At = �A+�qt; � = v� � 0:

By modelling productivity as a function of q; we introduce a direct macro-�nancial interaction between

the asset prices (q) and the real economy (Y = AtKt): As asset prices decrease, �rms will �nd it more

di¢ cult to obtain intratemporal �nancing for the productivity-enhancing factors and as a consequence

will be forced to work at lower productivity levels. This channel will complement other macro-�nancial

8We use a similar procedure as HK(2012) who identify stressed and non-stressed periods by the observed sharpe ratio.
The distress sample contains the observations with the highest (one-third of the) sharp ratios, while the non-distress sample
takes the remaining observations.

9A detailed and micro-founded analusis of the impact of working capital constraints can be found in Jermann and
Quadrini (2012).
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linkages which run through �nancial intermediation. Note that the baseline model is recovered by blocking

this feedback channel, i.e. � = 0:

Insert Figure 4 and Table 3

We solve for the global dynamics of the extended model using the calibration in the baseline model.

To incorporate the impact of �nancial constraints of �rms we allow for di¤erent strengths of the direct

productivity e¤ect, i.e. � = 0:1 and 0:15: In order to have comparable overall productivity, the constant

productivity component is adjusted to generate the average productivity of the baseline model at a price

q = 1: This implies a value for �A = 0:35 � �: Figure 4 presents the solution for the retained �nancial
and macroeconomic variables. As can be observed, allowing for a direct price e¤ect increases signi�cantly

the scope for nonlinearity in the model relative to the benchmark model (� = 0). For low levels of

reputation, i.e. when the equity constraint on �nancial intermediaries becomes binding, the nonlinear

impact of reputation (on capital prices, expected returns and volatility) becomes more pronounced and

quantitatively relevant. Moreover, signi�cant links between reputation and macroeconomic quantities

appear; low levels of reputation are associated with signi�cantly lower production, consumption and

investment. Table 3 con�rms, through simulation, that the extended model reinforces the nonlinearity in

the model; the volatility in the distressed regime increases both in absolute terms as well as relative to

the non-distress state. Overall, this exercise suggests that additional frictions on the �rm behavior can

substantially reinforce the impact of reputation-based equity constraints on macro and �nancial variables.

2.3.2 Occasionally- versus continuously-binding equity constraints

The AK model presented above features an occasionally-binding constraint, re�ecting the idea that

households restrict equity �nancing only when the reputation of the �nancial intermediaries falls below a

certain threshold (i.e. the total wealth of the equity household). Although intuitive, occasionally-binding

constraints introduce additional complications for solving the model (either analytically or numerically).

In this section we replace, within the context of the baseline AKmodel, the occasionally-binding constraint

by an alternative, approximate, continuously-binding constraint. The latter can be justi�ed by similar

reasoning as the occasionally-binding constraint.

Insert Figure 5

The continuously-binding constraint, used as an approximation to the occasionally-binding constraint

(Vt = min(Et; (1 � �)Wt); re�ects the idea that as reputation approaches the lower level E�; households
increasingly and nonlinearly limit the total equity �nancing of the �nancial intermediary and is formally
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modeled as:

Vt =
(1� �)Wt

1 + �"(Wt=(Et � E�))3
where the limits for equity depend on the reputation of the intermediary, with limWt=Et!0 Vt = (1��)Wt

and limWt=Et!1 Vt = 0:
10 Figure 5 depicts the global solution of the AK model with the continuously-

binding constraint and compares it to the baseline AK model (with occasionally-binding constraint).

Overall, Figure 5 suggests that substituting the occasionally-binding by a continuously-binding (approx-

imating) constraint generates broadly similar global dynamics. Both model versions imply similar price

of capital solutions (q(e)), which translate in similar solutions for the macroeconomic variables, i.e. in-

vestment and consumption. Small di¤erences in leverage and equity can be observed, which arise as

a consequence of the approximation errors, which are largest at the kink of the occasionally-binding

constraint. This alternative procedure to implement the constraint allows us to work with local approxi-

mation methods to solve the model.

3 A local discrete-time approximation of the AK model

In this section, we present the results for a discrete-time approximation of the AK model. The discrete-

time approximation di¤ers in two respects from the continuous-time AK model. First, the minimum-

constraint on the household portfolio behavior, which restricts the household investment in risky funds to

an upper bound that is given by the reputation of the �nancial intermediaries, is replaced by a function

that relates the share of risky funds in the portfolio to reputation in a highly non-linear but continuous

form. Second, this discrete-time model (with the continuous approximation of the constraint) is solved

locally around a deterministic steady state. The complete model is approximated around this steady state

by a third-order perturbation method as implemented in Dynare.11 The advantage of this approximation

approach is that it yields a very e¢ cient solution technique that can easily be applied to much larger and

more realistic models. The cost is that we make approximation errors.12 The main goal of this section is

to assess if the approximation method -based on a discrete-time version of the model- is able to capture

the most relevant non-linear aspects (for a macro-economic analysis) of the capital constraint on �nancial

intermediaries.

3.1 Discrete-time AK model

The discrete-time AK model follows closely the continuous-time version presented above. We only sum-

marize the important equations and indicate if they deviate from the continuous-time version.
10The values for E� and �" are set to respectively 0.02 and 0.025.
11See Julliard and Kamenik (2004).
12The accuracy and numerical stability typically depend strongly on the domain over which the model is evaluated and

the behavior of the functions over this domain.
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Exactly as in the continuous-time version, the production function is described by an AK technology

Yt = AKt and it is assumed that the �rms are paying a �xed proportion of output to the households in

the form of labor income wlt = l � Yt with the remaining surplus being distributed as dividends to the
�nancial intermediaries which are the shareholders in the �rm Dt = (1 � l) � Yt. The e¤ective capital
stock is determined by a deterministic depreciation rate �; the i.i.d. capital e¢ ciency shock � and the

new investment i � K: Kt = (1 � � � �t)Kt�1 + it�1Kt�1. Capital adjustment costs and the resulting

optimal investment rule are as described in equation (3) and (4).

Households maximize their expected log-utility stream subject to their budget constraint. The standard

Euler equation holds for household consumption: �Et(Ct=Ct+1)(1 + rt) = 1: As in the continuous-time

version, they allocate their wealth over risk-free deposits and risky intermediation funds. Households do

not have direct access to capital but only to risky equity and risk-free debt of the �nancial intermediaries.

By assuming that households are less risk-averse than intermediaries, they will systematically prefer to

invest in risky �nancial assets. This di¤erence in relative risk aversion increases further during crisis

periods when the capital constraint bites.13

The share of wealth invested in risky funds, �htWt = Vt; is constrained by the reputation of the interme-

diary sector. In order to solve the model with standard perturbation methods around a steady state, we

replace the occasionally-binding constraint with a continuous non-linear approximation. This function

states that the share of risky funds in the household portfolio decreases quickly, but continuously, once the

reputation of the intermediary sector, scaled by its total assets, i.e. Et=Wt; drops below some minimum

con�dence level: �ht = f((1 � �); Et=Wt): In line with the continuous-time model, the maximal share of

risky funds is restricted to a level of 1� �; which is reached for high levels of reputation of the �nancial

intermediaries. The exact form of this non-linear function is similar to the one used in section 2.3.2. and

is speci�ed below when we consider the implications for the optimal bank behavior.

The reputation process of the intermediary is determined by the history of realized returns on interme-

diaries equity ( eRt):
Et = Et�1(m eRt � �) (13)

with eRt = �FIt�1Rt + (1� �FIt�1)rt�1 (14)

and

Rt = (qtKt +Dt)=(qt�1Kt�1) (15)

where the optimal investment share, �FI ; is determined by the mean-variance portfolio strategy of the

intermediary:

Et(Rt+1 � rt) = m�FIt V art(Rt+1): (16)

13This hypothesis on relative risk aversion is not very intuitive, but can represent the large cost of default, distress,
con�dence for depositors and �nancial markets.
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and given that the intermediaries need to hold the complete capital stock in market equilibrium it follows

also that:

qtKt = �FIt Vt = �FIt �htWt =Wt:

This condition implies that the funding structure (equity versus deposits) and leverage of �nancial inter-

mediaries is determined by the household investment decisions, i.e. �FI�h = 1. Therefore, the constraints

imposed on household investment directly impact the funding structure of the �nancial intermediaries.

Combining this condition, �FI�h = 1; with the �h allocation rule of the households results in a non-linear

expression for �FI ; which is approximated by the following third-order function:

�FI =
1

1� � + �E
�

qtKt

Et � E�

�3
: (17)

It follows that �FI is equal to the constant share 1=(1 � �) during periods where the reputation of the

intermediaries is su¢ ciently high relative to their total assets. When reputation declines and households

restrict their investment share in risky funds, the intermediary�s balance sheet becomes more risky as

their outstanding leverage increases. In response for this increasing leverage pressure, intermediaries will

require a higher premium to compensate for this risk and this will result in downward �re-sale prices for

asset prices. We use a third-order function in order to have no additional approximation problems when

solving the model at third-order.14 By selecting appropriate parameters �E and E� for this function we
can approximate locally the occasionally-binding minimum constraint of the continuous problem. This

approximation works well within a limited domain of qtKt=Et.15

From the dynamics of reputation (see equation (13)), it follows that the deterministic steady state of the

model is undetermined: we can approximate the model around any value of reputation. We select this

value (E = 0.60) in such a way that it is located at the center of the stochastic distribution obtained

by the third-order simulations of the model. The exit rate is assumed to ful�l the condition m eR = �.

With a �rst-order approximation, the reputation process will follow a non-stationary process. Under

certainty equivalence, there is no role for risk and �nancial leverage and reputation will not a¤ect the

asset pricing decisions. Given a one-time shock to the e¢ ciency of capital, the return on intermediary

equity will temporally increase and this will move reputation to a permanently higher level. There is no

reason to expect that future returns would adjust to stabilize the reputation process. With a third-order

approximation on the other hand, the model �uctuates around a �xed point that is locally stable: with

an above average reputation the risk premium is relatively low, and reputation tends to decline again,

with a low reputation the required risk premium increases and this helps to restore the reputation over

time.
14Note that this approximation is exact only when all variables entering the function belong to the state vector.
15To control better the numerical stability of the simulation, it can be very helpful to separate and to trade-o¤ the two

roles of the parameter m that controls both the sensitivity of the reputation process to the realized returns, and thereby
increasing the domain of E , and the risk-aversion of the bank which determines the sensitivity of the required risk to E .
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3.2 Simulation results

We use the same calibration of the parameters as in the baseline version of the continuous-time model

except for the exit rate � which is set at m eR = 10%: The simulation outcomes are generated with the

�rst and third-order perturbation procedures available in Dynare. The model is approximated around a

deterministic steady state with E = 0.60, E�=0.20 and �E= 0.025. This steady-state reputation level is
close to the critical value of reputation that marks the binding constraint regime in the global solution

of the continuous-time model. Moreover, for high reputation, the Sharpe ratio in both the continuous-

and discrete-time version are very similar and situated close to a lower bound of 0.10. The calibration

implies a relatively low risk level: despite the fact that the exogenous stochastic shock is high from a real

macroeconomic perspective, it is not able to generate the high volatility in asset prices or the high risk

levels that are typically observed in the �nancial markets.

Insert Table 4

From Table 4, it follows that, on average over all periods, the discrete-time model solved with a local

approximation method produces a similar volatility for output and capital, approximately equal to 2%,

as the continuous-time model solved with global solution methods. Investment is slightly more volatile

while consumption behaves somewhat smoother in the continuous-time version (compare Tables 4 and

2). The volatility in �nancial equity is high, although it remains well below the volatility observed for the

continuous-time model, but the volatility in risk, as measured by the standard deviation of the Sharpe

ratio, is an order of magnitude lower than in Table 2. The Sharpe ratio is increasing when reputation

goes down, but obviously the slope of this relation is much lower for the discrete model than for the

continuous-time case, and as a consequence the volatility of the Sharpe ratio is much smaller and less

sensitive to the �nancial reputation as well.

Importantly, the discrete-time model generates a volatility in the asset price, the valuation of the pro-

ductive capital stock, that is only 50% of the volatility under global dynamics. There is a risk channel

present in the discrete-time model, but the third-order approximation is not able to generate the same

strong propagation mechanism as in the continuous-time model.

The covariances between real growth and �nancial leverage (positive) and risk (negative) display similar

signs and correlations as in Table 2. In terms of asymmetry between the distressed and the non-distressed

subsamples, there is no di¤erence in the volatility of the real variables. In the continuous-time case too,

this di¤erence was very small and pointing in the opposite direction for investment (vol. up in distressed

periods) than for consumption (vol. down in distressed periods). However, �nancial equity displays an

important asymmetry across the distressed and non-distressed subsamples and this asymmetry is also
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re�ected in the covariance of �nancial equity with the other variables. Financial equity and asset prices,

investment and consumption are highly positively correlated during stress-periods. Financial equity and

risk are of course negatively correlated. All these correlations are much lower during normal periods than

during stress-periods.

The low volatility in risk (Sharpe ratio) in the discrete model is not explained by the approximation

of the �nancial constraint �FI : The volatility in the equity-funds of the �nancial sector, implied by the

discrete-time model, is high with a strong di¤erentiation between distressed and non-distressed periods.

This �nding suggests that the approximate constraint generates substantial nonlinearity and volatility.

The discrete-time model is missing, however, the di¤erence in volatility of the return on capital in the two

regimes. This volatility remains constant across regimes in contrast with the results in the continuous-

time model.16

Note also that there are important di¤erences between the third-order approximation outcomes and

the outcomes under a �rst-order approximation. This di¤erence is a measure for the impact of risk

considerations on the volatility in the discrete-time model. Without risk considerations (i.e. in �rst-

order), all variables in the model �uctuate proportionally to the capital stock adjusted for its e¢ ciency,

and neither the short rate nor the risk premium will be a¤ected by the shocks. Moreover, under risk-

neutrality, the asset price remains constant and the volatility in consumption and investment are identical.

The volatility in the intermediary equity is of no interest in this model as there is no pass-through in the

risk premium.

It is clear from Table 4 that the local approximation method is able to identify an e¤ect of endogenous

risk in the �nancial sector and that it implies a risk channel from �nancial leverage towards asset prices

and investment. Measured by the volatility in the asset price (vol(Q)), the magnitude of this channel with

the local solution method is half the magnitude observed in the global solution of the continuous-time

version. Within the context of this simple AK-model, this e¤ect of the risk channel under both solution

methods remains very weak and most of the dynamics remain proportional to the exogenous shock in

capital e¢ ciency. The spill-over e¤ects from the health of the �nancial sector towards the real economy

are minor as long as there are no additional frictions on the real side of the model. This �nding is in

line with HK (2012) who, despite important asymmetries in �nancial variables, �nd only a very small

asymmetry in the real macroeconomic variables as well.

Insert Figure 6

16 It follows from equation(11) that the volatility of the return on capital is given by (� + �eq0t=qt) in the continuous-
time version. All three components are constant (but non-zero) in the third-order approximation and evaluated at the
deterministic steady state: � the exogenous volatility in the shock, �e the elasticity of reputation with respect to the
exogenous shock and q0t=qt the sensitivity of the asset price with respect to reputation.
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The graphs in Figure 6 illustrate the relation between a set of �nancial and real variables and the

reputation of the intermediaries. The �gure can be directly compared to the policy functions of the

global solution in Figure 3. The exact functional relationships of the global solution are replaced by

approximated relationships which is a typical result for the perturbation approach17 . The relation between

leverage and reputation, which is directly imposed by our non-linear portfolio rule that substitutes for

the occasionally-binding constraint, holds quite precisely in the simulation results. The relation between

intermediaries equity funds and reputation also displays a clear asymmetric behavior: with low reputation

the access to equity funds increases more or less one to one with reputation (as in the binding constraint

regime), but for higher levels of reputation this relation becomes basically �at.

The relationship between the risk premiums (and analogously for the Sharpe ratio which behaves sim-

ilarly) and reputation is more complicated. More speci�cally, the discrete-time model based on the

third-order approximation is able to replicate the slope but not the non-linearity in the relation between

reputation and risk premium. The second row in Figure 6 illustrates this problem. The graph on the

right contains the risk premium that we can calculate based on the non-linear expression for the risk

premium (m�FIV ar(R)) given the series for leverage, �FIt , and for the variance of the asset returns.

Logically, the required risk premium, calculated in this way, re�ects closely the curvature and the asym-

metry that is also present in the leverage series, especially because the variance term is constant. The

third-order approximation of this relationship, shown in the graph on the left, does retain the downward

sloping relationship but not the curvature. The risk premium declines monotonically with the increase

in reputation.

Two observations help to explain why we lost the asymmetry in the volatility of risk and asset prices

across stressed and non-stressed periods with the local solution method. First, unlike the global dynamics

solution, the third-order local approximation is not able to capture the fact that the elasticity of risk

aversion to reputation is increasing as reputation is declining. Instead, the method uses the elasticity

that applies around the point of approximation (E = 0.60) and keeps it constant. Second, with the local
approximation method, the variance of the asset return (shown in the third row of Figure6) remains

constant, also �xed at some average level, while there is an extra feedback e¤ect from �nancial risk

towards the variance of asset returns in the global solution. These mechanisms are important in the

global solution as they tend to reinforce the endogenous risk channel when reputation is declining. With

the local solution, we evaluate the endogenous risk channel at some intermediate level and we are missing

part of the internal propagation e¤ect within the �nancial sector. We capture the relation of risk to

reputation up to �rst-order (risk is a linear function of the state vector) but we are missing the higher-

order characteristics of this relation.

Note, however, that the relation between leverage and equity of the intermediaries on the one hand, and

risk, asset prices and investment on the other, remains highly non-linear also in the local approximation

17See Den Haan and De Wind, (2012) for a discussion of these problems of third order approximation methods
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solution, as can be observed from the correlations in Table 4. When reputation is high, these �nancial

ratios are basically constant and unrelated to the other variables. It is only when stress in the �nancial

sector increases that these ratios become volatile and display an increasing correlation with the other

variables.

The increase in risk aversion during periods of low reputation (restricted capital access) also translates

in lower asset prices. Again the relation between asset prices and reputation is linear and is missing the

curvature from the global solution. The investment ratio is following precisely the asset price, but its

impact on output is tempered by the crowding-out e¤ect on consumption. In the �nancially-constrained

states, which are also typically states with low capital e¢ ciency, the risk-free rate is low, which implies a

high consumption-share level and a low expected consumption growth rate. Note that the risk premium

(downward sloping in reputation) dominates the impact of the risk free rate (upward sloping in reputation)

on the asset pricing.

We also observe that the domain of (scaled) reputation that the model simulations are visiting, is very

similar in both the discrete- and the continuous-time version. This region is much more limited compared

to the simulations in HK(2012) because the volatility in the exogenous shock is much smaller.

4 Capital-constrained intermediaries in a fully-speci�ed DSGE
model

In this section, we show how the non-linear propagation e¤ect of capital-constrained �nancial interme-

diaries, approximated with a third-order perturbation method, can easily be incorporated in a more

extensive DSGE model with the standard nominal and real frictions. The results indicate that these

�nancial constraints generate a signi�cant risk channel which reinforces the traditional transmission

mechanisms in macroeconomic models. The risk management of �nancial intermediaries which are facing

time-varying capital constraints induces important risk-premiums in asset and credit pricing. With �-

nancial constraints that become more stringent during economic downturns, this endogenous risk channel

is potentially an important source of macro-economic instability.

First, we brie�y introduce the model setup and its calibration. Second, we discuss the contribution of

the risk channel to the macrodynamics in terms of �nancial and real volatility. We do this by com-

paring the outcomes under the �rst-order approximation, disregarding all risk consideration, with the

outcomes under the third-order approximation. This di¤erence is used as a measure for the contribution

of the endogenous risk channel. The importance of this risk channel depends crucially on the capital

constraint that the intermediaries are facing in crisis periods. Then, we run a counterfactual simulation
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for the post-war US economy using a model-consistent and quantitavely-realistic productivity shock as

the exogenous driving process. By doing so, we illustrate how the model can be used to identify the

magnitude and timing of the endogenous risk and how this risk contributed to the business cycle. From

a monetary policy perspective, the model allows to evaluate how the policy decisions a¤ect in�ation and

output objectives through both the traditional transmission mechanism and the risk considerations of

the �nancial intermediaries.

4.1 The DSGE model

The speci�cation of the macroeconomic block of our model follows closely the standard DSGE models

(CEE 2005, SW 2003-2007). The nominal and real frictions present in these models yield a framework

that is able to produce a signi�cant transmission mechanism for the shocks originating in the �nancial

and the monetary sector of the economy. These frictions are important for our exercise in which we

want to show the potentially important (reinforcing) role of the risk channel for decisions in the real

economy. In order to concentrate on the non-linear dynamics that are caused by the risk considerations,

we use a linear approximation for the price and wage equations in our model. As explained recently

by Fernandez-Villaverde et al. (2012), the curvature in the pro�t function of the �rms can give rise to

important non-linearities in the price setting with an impact on the markup and production decisions as

well. By avoiding the non-linear e¤ects in the other blocks of the model, we can consider the di¤erence

between the �rst- and third-order solution of the model as a good measure for the risk-channel only.

Households maximize the expected utility �ow:

E0

1X
t=0

�tU (Ct; Lt) ;

where the instantaneous utility function depends now on both consumption and labor e¤ort, and is

speci�ed along the GHH-type (Greenwood, Hercowitz and Hu¤man (1988)). With these preferences, we

eliminate the wealth e¤ect on labor supply which is a useful feature for obtaining stronger propagation

e¤ects. The �nal consumption good is de�ned as an aggregate basket over a continuum of di¤erentiated

goods. Households o¤er di¤erentiated labor services. We also allow for an external habit e¤ect to

introduce a more realistic dynamic pro�le in the aggregate demand response:

U (Ct; Nt) =
(Ct � hCt�1 �  L�t )1��

1� �

Households maximize their expected utility subject to the budget constraint:
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Wt = wtLt � Ct +
rn;t�1
1 + �t

Wt�1 + �
h
t�1Wt�1( eRt � rn;t�1

1 + �t
)�	(Kt; it)

Households earn the real wage bill (wL) and pay for consumption and net-investment. They allocate

their wealth over deposits, that pay a nominal interest (rn), and intermediary equity funds that earn the

real risky rate ( eR): Household wealth and its components, W = B=rn + V; are expressed in real terms in

this equation. The allocation rule is similar as in the previous section, with households turning away from

risky investments (V = �hW ) when the reputation of the intermediaries relative to their total assets is

declining. Consumption follows from the standard euler condition: �Et(Uc;t+1=Uc;t)(rn;t=(1+�t+1)) = 1:

Households decide on their nominal wage as a markup over the marginal rate of substitution and wage

stickiness is introduced via a Calvo model, allowing for partial indexation of wages to past in�ation. As

motivated before, we use the linearized expressions for the optimal wage setting process in order to avoid

the higher-order e¤ects that result from the curvature in the Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator. This wage-setting

model reduces to the following expression for nominal wage in�ation �w:

�w;t � ��t = �(�w;t+1 � ��t�1)� �w�w;t

where �w is the wage markup over the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and labor

e¤ort w=mrs, and � captures the degree of indexation.

Firms maximize the present value of the dividend stream using the intermediaries�pricing kernel (with

� the marginal utility of reputation):

E0

� 1P
t=0

�t
�t
�0
Dt

�
;

subject to the following production technology, demand function for the individual �rm�s output Y �t ; and

capital accumulation process:

Yt = ZtKt
�Nt

(1��) �	; (18)

Y �t =

�
P �t
Pt

��"
Yt; (19)

Kt+1 = (1� �)Kt + itKt: (20)

Dividends are de�ned as total sales income minus the wage bill and net of depreciation allowance Dt =

Yt�wtNt��Kt all expressed in real terms18 . Firms produce with a Cobb-Douglas technology, see equation

(18), that contains a �xed cost which exactly o¤sets the price mark-up consistent with the assumption

18Note that this de�nition of the dividend �ow and the corresponding expressions for the return on capital and risky
intermediary equity imply that households pay for the investment expenditures, even though the decision to invest is based
on asset prices that are determined by the intermediaries�required return.
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of free entry. The total factor productivity Zt follows a standard autoregressive process with persistence

(�z) and standard error (�z). Prices (P
�
t ) are set as a markup over the expected marginal cost according

to the Calvo model. The retained linear expression for price in�ation is the basic New-Keynesian Phillips

curve written in terms of the price markup: �t = ��t+1 � �p�p;t: Optimal labor demand is realized at

the point where the marginal product of labor equals the wage plus the mark-up: wt�p;t = mplt. The

capital adjustment cost and the optimal investment decision presented in equation (3) and (4) are still

valid. In the sensitivity section below, we will also consider a collateral constraint on the working capital

of the �rms similarly to the constraint discussed in the continuous-time model of section 2.

The equations describing the behavior of the �nancial intermediaries remain exactly the same, except that

all aggregates should now be interpreted explicitly in real terms. The capital constraint on intermediaries

is approximated by the highly non-linear function in reputation relative to total assets, i.e. equation (17).

The realized return that drives reputation is the real return: eRt = �FIt Rt+(1��FIt )rn;t�1=(1+�t): The

required return on assets and the reputation dynamics are still as given by equation (16) and (13) .

The model is closed with the goods market clearing condition, Yt = Ct +	(Kt; it); and a basic in�ation

targeting rule for monetary policy: rn;t = rn + r� (�t � �) : With this simple rule, we avoid the need for
de�ning an output-gap concept in the model.

4.2 Calibration

The parameter values that determine the behavior of the �nancial intermediaries are the same as discussed

in section 3. This applies also for the parameters of the household and �rm block that are common with

the simple AK-model of section 3 unless explicitly mentioned. For the additional parameters, we use

standard values from the literature which are summarized in Table 5. The annual discount rate (�) is set

at 0.96 and the steady-state returns are de�ned consistently with this parameter. The depreciation rate

(�) is assumed to be 10%. The elasticity of intertemporal substitution for the households (�) and the

inverse of the Frish labor elasticity (�) are both set equal to one. The habit parameter is equal to 0.3,

which is lower than most estimates but better suited for a GHH-utility function. The CD-labor share (�)

is set at 0.6. Higher values of the labor share can further increase the volatility of pro�t and dividends

which should also increase the size of the risk premium in the stochastic economy. The capital adjustment

cost is set at a value of 25 which produces a realistic relative volatility of consumption and investment

in our model. This value is di¤erent from the previous section and its role will be considered in the

sensitivity section. The price and wage in�ation have a moderate sensitivity to their respective markups

with wages behaving more sticky (�w = 0:02) than prices (�p = 0:10). Wages are partially indexed to

price in�ation (� = 0:5). The �xed cost in production is equal to 20% of output and this choice also

determines the average markup in price setting and the corresponding elasticity of substitution between
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individual goods. Fixed costs and nominal stickiness are important in the model as determinants of the

amount of operational risk, that is the risk directly related to the volatility of the dividend �ow paid out

by the �rms. Finally, monetary policy is responding to in�ation deviations from target with an elasticity

of 1.5 as in the standard Taylor rule. In the sensitivity analysis we will further illustrate how the results

depend on some of these parameter assumptions. Finally, note that we approximate the model around a

steady state reputation of " = 1. This value is again selected as being close to the center of the stochastic

distribution of the reputation process in third-order simulations of the model.

Insert Tables 5 and 6

The parameters of the autoregressive process for the productivity shock are based on a rudimentary

estimation strategy of the �rst-order approximation of the model. In this procedure, we set all the pa-

rameters at their calibrated parameters and we estimate only the stochastic structure. The estimation

is based on four quarterly time series from the post-war US economy (1955Q1-2011Q2): the growth rate

expressed per capita of GDP, consumption, investment and hours worked. In addition to the parameters

of the tfp process, which is the only fundamental shock that we consider, we also allow for four i.i.d.

measurement errors, one for each of the observable series, to overcome the singularity problem in estima-

tion. The standard errors of these measurement errors is estimated together with the standard error and

persistence of the tfp-process. The results are summarized in Table 6.

The estimated productivity shock explains more than 80% of the quarter-to-quarter growth rate in per

capita GDP and investment, and slightly more than 50% of the growth in consumption and hours worked.

By considering only one fundamental shock, the estimation procedure most likely tends to overestimate

the weight given to the tfp-process as driver of the business cycle. Still, we consider these results as

yielding a plausible calibration for our exogenous shock, which we interpret in this exercise as a proxy for

the various sources of macroeconomic risk. The magnitude of this volatility of the fundamental shock is

essential as it will determine the amount of risk in the economy. In the counterfactual simulation exercise

that we consider in section 4.3.3, we will also exploit the time series of the tfp process to generate

counterfactual simulations to illustrate the cyclical pro�le of the endogenous risk channel implied by our

model.
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4.3 Simulation outcomes and irf analysis

4.3.1 Simulation outcomes

Table 7 summarizes the simulation statistics for the extended DSGE model. The simulated model is

a quarterly model but the statistics are reported on an annual basis. Again, this table contains four

columns: the �rst three document the statistics averaged over respectively all periods, the 33% distressed

periods and the 66% non-distressed periods (classi�ed by the implied Sharpe ratio), the fourth column

contains the statistics for the �rst-order solution of the model in which no risk considerations are active.

It is not surprising that the DSGE model is able to generate a richer dynamic structure for the main

macrovariables than the simple AK-model studied before. Remember that the volatility in this model

is generated with an estimated calibration of the single exogenous shock: that is a tfp-innovation with

a quarter-to-quarter standard error of 0.75%. This stands in contrast with the relatively large capital

quality shock (which basically acts as a tfp-shock in the AK-context with a standard error of 2.0%) that

we considered in the simple model. Clearly, the additional real and �nancial frictions that we consider in

this model are able to produce a signi�cant propagation channel for the exogenous shock.

Let us �rst concentrate on the average statistics over the complete cycle and compare the results from the

third-order approximation with the outcomes under �rst-order. The volatility of output growth is 2.78%

under the third-order solution while it is 2.25% under �rst-order. This means that risk considerations

increase the overall volatility in the growth rate of output with 25% over the cycle. This increase in

volatility is mainly produced by the larger �uctuations in investment with a standard error of 8.40 under

third-order versus 5.23 under risk-neutrality, which is an increase of 60%. The volatility in the growth

rate of the capital stock, which is directly related to the investment level, also increases by 50%. The

volatility of consumption growth on the other hand is very similar across the two solution methods and

illustrates the strong consumption smoothing desire of the households.

Similar to the models considered before (all based on the same simple capital adjustment cost schedule),

investment is moving proportional to the market price of capital Q and this variable serves as the main

transmission channel of �nancial risk towards the real sector of the economy. Risk considerations increase

the volatility of this asset price, equivalent to the value of the capital stock, by almost 60% compared to

the risk-neutral outcome. For risky �nancial equity funds the increase in volatility is even larger (243%)

with a volatility increasing from 8.37 to 20.36.

Note also that the statistics of the DSGE model are more in line with the empirical observed volatilities

(given in Table 2) than the simple model. The nominal and real frictions in the model and the interaction

with the risk channel clearly improve the realism of the model.

Table 7 also summarizes how the model performs in terms of �nancial stress, measured by the Sharpe
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ratio and the volatility in �nancial equity. The DSGE model produces a signi�cant amount of asymmetry

in the volatility of �nancial risk: in the low risk regime the Sharpe ratio has a volatility of 1.68%, while

in the high risk regime this volatility increases to 7.20%. This asymmetry is also obvious in the price

�uctuations of �nancial equity and in the covariance of these �nancial equity prices with the market price

of capital and investment. This covariance is close to zero in tranquil periods while it rises quickly in the

high-risk regime. Under high �nancial stress, the value of equity of the �nancial intermediation sector

declines rapidly, increasing the risk aversion and the Sharpe ratio of the sector that acts as marginal

investor and therefore determining the price of risk in this economy. As a consequence, the market price

of capital drops signi�cantly below its risk-neutral value and this further depress real investment. While

this asymmetry in volatility is very obvious for the �nancial variables, it is much smaller for the volatility

in asset prices and in real variables. As discussed in the previous section, the local approximation method

is missing part of the internal propagation within the �nancial sector. The asymmetry in asset prices

and real variables that we observe in the DSGE model is not induced by �nancial risk consideration but

rather by the asymmetric features of the operational risk in the real sector of the economy (�xed costs,

habit etc.). These features of the model also imply that the volatility of the expected return on capital

is now also time-varying and countercyclical.

Insert Table 7 and Figure 7

To further document the dynamics implied by the DSGE model with �nancial risk, we also consider Figure

7 that relates the important macrovariables to the reputation of the �nancial intermediary, similar to

Figure 3 for the continuous-time and Figure 6 for the simple, discrete-time AK-model. The impact of

the reputation is again most obvious for the leverage ratio of the intermediaries. The non-linear portfolio

rule does still provide an acceptable approximation for the occasionally-binding capital constraint: as the

reputation declines, the access to risky equity �nancing is quickly disappearing for the intermediaries.

This �nancial leverage determines the risk aversion of the intermediaries as measured by the Sharpe ratio

and the required risk premium for holding assets or providing capital to the �rms. The risk premium

increases quickly as the reputation declines. This higher risk premium also depresses the market price of

capital and this price directly determines the investment decision. Consumption is clearly more robust

against declines in the reputation-state but the crowding-out e¤ect that was obvious in the simple model,

in the form of a negative relation, is clearly no longer present in a DSGE model with endogenous labor

and various real and nominal frictions active.

From the graphs in Figure 7, it follows that the approximation problems for the relation risk-reputation

which we discussed for the simple AK-model are also present in this context. The third-order approxi-

mations produces a linear relation between risk and reputation while the exact equation implies a convex

relation. The amount of risk is, however, signi�cantly larger in the DSGE model than in the AK-model.

There are two important reasons for this result. First, the real propagation mechanism in the model with
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frictions is larger than in the simple model which increases the volatility in the economy despite the fact

that the volatility in the exogenous shock is much smaller. Second, several frictions in the DSGE model

augment the operational risk in the model and make the dividend �ow much more volatile than aggregate

output or consumption. It is this volatility in dividends which is crucial for the valuation of capital and

asset prices.

While the slope of the relationships depicted in Figure 7 has remained comparable to those for the simple

models (see Figures 3 and 6), it is also obvious that the relations are much more dispersed here. As we

observed for the simple AK-model, there is the in�uence of the higher-order approximation that introduces

noise to the exact-functional relationships which are typically holding in the continuous-time solution.

In addition, the extended model has a larger state vector which weakens the one-to-one relation between

the macrovariables and the reputation state. The DSGE model also introduces more complex dynamic

interactions between the variables with additional leads and lags in the cross-correlation structure and

these are di¢ cult to capture with the contemporaneous scatter plots.

4.3.2 Impulse response analysis

With a third-order approximation, impulse response functions (irfs) depend on the state of the economy.

Therefore, we consider irfs around three di¤erent states: a state with high reputation, low reputation and

intermediate reputation. Because we consider only one exogenous driving force, these states also corre-

spond with respectively, a boom, recession, and normal business cycle situation. In order to identify the

speci�c contribution of the risk channel, we also consider the irfs under a �rst-order approximation where

risk considerations and �nancial intermediation are not playing any active role in the asset evaluation or

credit supply decision of the intermediaries.

Insert Figures 8 and 9

From Figures 8 and 9, it follows immediately that the impact of a productivity shock is much larger and

much more persistent during periods of �nancial stress with low reputation. Average or high reputation

states do not make an important di¤erence for the irfs. This illustrates that the solution method is

able to generate an important amount of asymmetry across states of the economy, despite the limits

of our third-order approximation that we discussed before. Moreover, all irfs under third-order di¤er

signi�cantly from the irfs under �rst-order.

First, we can consider the impact of the productivity shock on the reputation of the �nancial intermediary.

This important state variable reacts very di¤erently in the four situations considered. Under �rst-order,

the reputation follows a non-stationary process: following a negative productivity shock, the reputation
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decreases and remains at this level. In this case, the balance sheet composition does not a¤ect the

risk appreciation of the intermediaries. As a consequence, reputation, and its e¤ect on the household

supply of equity funds to the �nancial intermediaries that follows from our functional approximation

of the constraint, do not a¤ect the real decisions of �rms or households. With risk and real decisions

left una¤ected, there is no stabilisation mechanism for reputation. This mechanism is very di¤erent

under third-order with reputation, and the resulting capital constraint, playing an active role in the

risk appreciation of the �nancial intermediaries. In normal and boom periods, reputation follows a

strongly mean-reverting process displaying some oscillations. A very di¤erent outcome is observed during

periods of increased �nancial tension with risk being highly sensitive to shocks. In these situations, the

response of reputation has important and persistent e¤ects on the rest of the economy. With �nancial

intermediaries being constrained to access additional equity funds, the leverage becomes very sensitive

and, in case of a negative shock, the higher leverage drastically increases the risk aversion of the �nancial

intermediary. After the initial decrease in the return, during the period when the negative shock is

realized, the intermediaries require a substantial higher risk compensation to build up reputation and

capital again. Following a one standard deviation tfp-shock during a �nancially distressed period, the

required risk premium by the intermediaries for holding assets on its balance sheet increases by some

16 bp. This increase is quite persistent and it takes several years to disappear. The persistence in the

risk spread re�ects the time it takes to restore the reputation and equity base. In terms of asset price

valuation, this increased spread generates a price decrease of almost 3% on impact. This asset price e¤ect

does not only depend on the risk premium. The two other determinants are the expected dividend �ow

and the risk-free rate. These variables depend on the overall macro reaction as discussed below.

The pro�le of the risk premium dynamics for the case of low or intermediate �nancial stress is complex.

The third-order approximation generates a quite volatile risk premium reaction on impact, similar in size

to the outcomes in the �nancial stress period. But this e¤ect is very short-lived and returns to a much

lower level after less than one year.19 If we look at the implications for the asset price valuation, we

see that in the short run there is still a signi�cant risk e¤ect on the price, which can be measured by

comparing the irfs with the outcomes under �rst-order. But after one year, this di¤erence becomes very

small.

The asset price is the main transmission variable to the real economy: with the elasticity of investment

to the asset price determined by the capital adjustment cost. The response of investment is twice as

large in risky situations compared to the �rst-order approximation: investment drops with 5% against

2.5% on impact. In calm periods, the additional e¤ect of the risk channel relative to the risk-neutral

case is more moderate and short-lived. Consumption is a¤ected much less and its response is relatively

19As explained before, the third-order approximation contains only a linear relation between risk and the state vector
and is therefore not able to generate strong asymmetries for the impact e¤ect on risk. But the overall dynamics of the
model contain of course highly non-linear interactions and these are responsible for the strong asymmetries in the dynamic
adjustment following after the shock. Note also that the irfs for the risk premium, calculated with the exact non-linear
function m�V ar(R); display a strong asymmetry even on impact.
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similar independent of the state of the economy. Two compensating forces are at work here: the stronger

negative income e¤ects from the risk channel is o¤set by a positive substitution e¤ect that is induced by

the expected persistent decrease in the risk-free real interest rate which is the relevant rate for house-

holds consumption decisions. In our monopolistic competitive context with sticky prices, the short-run

reaction of output is determined by the sum of the two demand components with a dominant weight

for consumption. The wage bill of the �rm is more resistent re�ecting both the presence of increasing

returns to scale due to the �xed-costs in production, that smoothes the short-run labor demand, and

the stickiness in nominal wages. The combination of these features, which we can consider as sources

of operational risk, together with the fact that dividends start from a low level in recessions, result in a

highly volatile dividend response, especially during periods with low reputation.

When �nancial constraints are active, the procyclical e¤ect of the risk channel on aggregate demand puts

also signi�cant pressure on the in�ation process. While in�ation is positively a¤ected by the short-run

impact of lower productivity on the marginal cost, it turns negative after few quarters when lower demand

is deepening the recession. The impact of the risk channel on in�ation, represented by the di¤erence in

the third and �rst-order irfs, can become quite substantial and generating a larger interest rate decline

by the central bank in order to stabilize in�ation. The magnitude of these e¤ects are considerable: the

decrease in the short rate is of the same magnitude as the increase in the risk premium and is also

relatively persistent. These results suggest that there is potentially an intense interaction between the

risk channel and the behavior of the short rate that is controlled by the central bank. This decline in the

short rate can also be interpreted as a risk sharing mechanism between intermediaries and households:

households accept a lower interest rate on deposits and in that way they support the return of the

intermediaries and therefore their reputation. The risk premium, the short rate and the dividend process

together determine the asset price response. Financial and operational risk reinforce each other in this

complex transmission mechanism. In the sensitivity section we will further illustrate the contribution of

the di¤erent assumptions in the calibration for these outcomes.

4.3.3 Counterfactual simulation of the risk contribution to the business cycle

By combining the impulse response functions with the estimated model-consistent productivity shocks

over the post-war US data (1955-2011), we can run a counterfactual simulation in which we assume

that these productivity shocks were the only determinant of the business cycle and calculate the implied

endogenous risk behaviour according to the model. We concentrate our discussion on the role and the

magnitude of the risk channel. We identify this risk channel again as the di¤erence between the simulated

variables, expressed in deviation from the stochastic �xed point, under �rst and third-order.

Insert Figures 10 till 12
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Figure 10 presents the exogenous total factor productivity process as �ltered by the estimated �rst-order

model based on the four macro-time series as discussed in section 4.1. By construction, this tfp-process

captures the main business cycle �uctuations and displays a marked decline during each of the NBER

recessions. As discussed before, our procedure may exaggerate the role of the tfp-process as the sole driver

of the business cycle. But this simple identi�cation strategy allows us to run a counterfactual experiment

that gives a �rst indication of the potential role of the endogenous risk over the business cycle without

requiring a complete speci�cation of the multi-factor stochastic structure. The estimated pro�le of the

tfp-process is re�ected in all other �nancial and real variables but what is of interest in this exercise is

the contribution of the endogenous risk process in this macroeconomic response which we can appreciate

by comparing the outcomes under the two approximation methods.

The other graphs in Figures 10 collect the main results for the �nancial variables: only the third-order

outcomes are shown here because these variables have no meaningful role in a risk-neutral context. The

reputation/total asset ratio and even more outspoken the leverage ratio of the �nancial institutions,

which is directly a¤ected by the non-linear capital constraint, are very sensitive to the macroeconomic

downturns. Both series display a strongly asymmetric behavior in the sense that their reaction is much

more pronounced during periods of recessions while they behave much smoother during normal or booming

business cycle periods. Binding capital constraints also force the intermediaries to become more risk averse

with Sharpe ratios shooting up. The risk premium that intermediaries require for holding capital assets

doubles during recessions and typically �uctuate between 1% and 2%. The implied returns for risky

equity funds of the �nancial intermediaries are much more sensitive as they also compensate for the risk

of �nancial leverage.

As discussed before, in this standard DSGE model without additional �nancial frictions constraining

households or �rms, the valuation of the capital stock serves as the main transmission variable between

the �nancial and the real economy. The risk aversion of the �nancial intermediaries (being marginal

lenders to the �rms) is directly a¤ecting this asset price. The extra volatility in asset prices is substantial

and leads to signi�cant underpricing/overpricing during recessions/booms. This illustrates again what

we noted already before, namely that the third-order approximation tends to reduce the asymmetry

in the transmission of �nancial risk towards the real economy. Investment decisions, see Figure 11,

mirror exactly the asset price valuation. In terms of investment level, the risk channel as captured by

the third-order approximation contributes to overaccumulation during booms and underinvestment in

recession. During the recent Great Recession, the risk channel is responsible for some extra 10% of the

total simulated decline of 25%.

In terms of output and in�ation, see Figure 12; the contribution of the risk channel is small as mea-

sured by the di¤erence between the third and �rst-order simulations. But one should be careful before

concluding from this observation that the risk premium does not play an important role for the overall

macrodynamics. The underlying e¤ect of the risk premium is to a large extent compensated by the real
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short-term interest rate adjustment: in a recession, the risk premium goes up and exerts extra downward

pressure on aggregate demand and in�ation which the central banks systematically tries to mitigate by

cutting the short rate in order to stabilize in�ation �uctuations. On the other hand, during booms (with

low risk premiums) the model predicts that the central bank will react more restrictively due to the low

risk appreciation and corresponding overheating of the economy. The small visible impact of risk on

aggregate output therefore masks the important channel of endogenous risk in the transmission channel

of the tfp shock.

4.4 Sensitivity analysis

In this section we analyze in greater detail the functioning of the risk channel through a series of sensitivity

tests related to model assumptions and parameter calibrations. Some key results are displayed in Table

8. The baseline model corresponds to the DSGE model explored in the previous section.

Insert Table 8

The �rst row in Table 8 summarizes some important volatility properties of the third-order approximation

of the model. The risk contribution is calculated as the di¤erence between the volatility of third-order

and the �rst-order approximation expressed in percentage of the third-order volatility. For the baseline

model, this risk channel accounts for almost 60% of the volatility in intermediary equity funds and more

than one third of the volatility in asset prices and investment. For output this contribution is substantial

lower with 17% and for consumption this share is very small and even negative because its volatility is

smaller under third-order. As discussed in the previous section, this small impact on consumption follows

from the interaction between the risk channel and the monetary policy reaction. Considering again the

case of a negative productivity shock, the risk channel contributes to the negative response of aggregate

demand via its direct impact on asset prices and investment. Therefore, by moving aggregate demand

more in line with the declining potential, the in�ationary pressure and corresponding monetary policy

reaction will be mitigated. By reducing the in�ationary pressure, the risk channel substitutes to some

extent for the restrictive monetary policy response. With a less restrictive monetary policy, consumption

will also decline less following the negative productivity shock.

The second row provides the outcomes for the same model with a higher sensitivity of reputation to the

intermediaries�return (m = 2:75 instead of 2.5). The higher volatility in reputation works exactly like

a higher risk aversion: intermediaries will require higher risk premiums in stress-periods and this will

lead to extra volatility in asset prices. Intermediaries will be more often and more severely constrained

in their access to outside equity funds. Increasing leverage and risk pushes the intermediaries to higher

required returns and to sell assets at lower prices. Via asset prices, the volatility spills over to the real
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economy.

The strong risk channel in our DSGE model is almost exclusively generated by the intermediaries con-

straint. To illustrate this argument further, we consider two variants in which we either completely

eliminate the intermediaries as active price setters, or we keep the �nancial constraint on capital con-

stant at the steady state value. In the �rst setup, we are in a representative agent context where it is

the households�stochastic discount factor and risk aversion that determines asset prices. In the second

case, we solve the model around a constant �nancial leverage level of �FI = 2:5. This is exactly the

deterministic steady-state level around which we take the approximation but well above the lower bound,

for tranquil periods, that is imposed by our non-linear approximation of the capital constraint.

In the representative agent pricing model, the risk channel is basically absent. With a log-utility function

and the relatively smooth aggregate consumption process as inputs in the stochastic discount factor,

the risk premiums are too small to matter signi�cantly for asset pricing. With �nancial intermediaries

constantly constrained at the average leverage, there is a signi�cant amount of risk which explains the

high average Sharpe ratio in this case. But the required risk premiums are almost constant and do

not depend on the level of reputation of the intermediaries. With a constant leverage, the volatility in

intermediaries equity returns will be smoother and no longer dependent on the state of the economy. By

avoiding the asymmetric dynamics in leverage and high risk outcomes, the contribution of risk on average

will be lower as well.

The RBC-version is an experiment in which we eliminate several of the nominal and real frictions in

the DSGE model. In particular, we eliminate the price and wage stickiness, the habit persistence and

the �xed-cost/markup in the model. These frictions introduce more complex and more realistic dynamic

properties in the model. They also generate stronger transmission mechanisms in the model and they

reinforce the size of the risk channel. Without these features, the amount of risk is reduced by a factor

of two and the contribution of the risk channel is less than 10% even for asset prices and investment.

Without signi�cant nominal and real frictions active in the model, �nancial risk is much less distorting

for the macroeconomy.

The capital adjustment costs also play a very important role in the ampli�cation of the risk channel.

While normally a higher adjustment cost increases the volatility of asset prices and reduces the volatility

in investment, this mechanical relation is overturned in our model by the ampli�cation of the risk channel.

Higher adjustment costs have such a strong e¤ect on the volatility of the asset prices that this e¤ect

dominates the lower elasticity of investment to the asset price. In our calibration we had to limit the

adjustment cost to relatively low levels (25 in the baseline and 30 in this experiment) in order to avoid too

high volatility in asset prices and investment.20 This exercise provides convincing evidence on the strength

20 Increasing further the adjustment cost parameters and the asset price volatility leads to more frequent numerical
instabilities during simulation with the third-order approximation methods.
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of the ampli�cation mechanism between endogenous �nancial risk and the real investment response in a

properly speci�ed DSGE model.

The interdependence between monetary policy and the risk channel is further illustrated by running a

variant with a more strict in�ation targeting policy rule. Such a policy rule introduces more volatility

in output and demand in order to close the output gap and to stabilize in�ation. This explains why

such a policy leads to higher risk and more real volatility. But from our discussion above, where we

explained that the risk channel is substituting for the monetary policy stabilisation of in�ation, it follows

immediately that the risk channel helps to stabilize in�ation and reduces the need for strong interest rate

responses. Therefore, with the risk-channel active the volatility in consumption will be reduced.

Finally, we consider a model version where not only �nancial intermediaries are restricted by �nancial

constraints but also �rms. More in particular, we assume that �rms are permanently restricted by a

working capital constraint. Following Mendoza (2010) or Jermann and Quadrini (2010), �rms need

intraperiod loans to �nance their wage bill and their loan capacity is restricted by a fraction of the value

of their capital stock. When �rms are credit constraint along these lines, two additional equations should

hold: the wage bill is restricted to a fraction of the the values of the capital stock (wL = �cQK) and the

demand for labor will be further restricted by the Lagrange multiplier (�c) of the additional constraint

(w�p;t�c;t = mpl): This setup is very similar to the constraint that we have considered in the continuous

time model. There we showed that with a strong feedback mechanism from the �nancial asset prices to the

real economy, we could easily amplify the endogenous risk channel in the He and Krishnamurthy model.

Here too, this �nancial constraint on �rms increases the link between asset prices and the production

decision. As output expands more easily during periods when production potential is high, consumption

can also expand more. In this context, the e¤ects of the risk channel are also more equally spread over

the di¤erent demand components with a smaller impact on investment but a larger and positive e¤ect

on consumption.

5 Concluding remarks

The paper evaluates the role of a non-linear capital constraint on �nancial intermediaries (as a proxy

for occasionally-binding constraints) in an otherwise standard DSGE model. The model is solved by a

third-order perturbation approach. We identify a substantial role for the risk channel. When the capital

constraints are most stringent, �nancial intermediaries that act as marginal investors in the capital

market, apply substantial higher risk premiums in evaluating asset prices. These depressed asset prices

reduce the investment incentives and aggravates further the macro-economic context. The risk channel

contributes signi�cantly to the overall �nancial and macro volatility.
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We plan to extend the empirical application and allow for di¤erent type of shocks including �nancial

shocks that a¤ect the balance sheet of the intermediaries. Note that independent �nancial shocks, as

such, do not ativate the risk channel directly, but by changing the portfolio structure of the intermediaries,

these shocks will change the risk channel of other shocks. This extension would also break the close link

between �nancial distress and macroeconomic downturns that applies in the simulations in this paper

that are driven by only one fundamental shock. An exhaustive empirical validation of the role of the risk

channel in this macro-�nance models should be possible by using particle �lter techniques to evaluate the

likelihood of the model. In that context, it will be crucial to have very e¢ cient solution methods for the

higher-order approximation methods.

A fourth-order solution method should be tested in order to obtain asymmetric e¤ects of the risk channel

on asset prices and investment responses. Following the logic that a second-order approximation delivers

constant risk, a third-order approximation generates risk that is linear in the state vector, it follows that

a fourth-order approximation should capture the asymmetry in risk with higher sensitivity of risk to

reputation in stressed periods and a clear lower bound on the sensitivity during high reputation states.

This procedure should allow us to approximate better the solution outcomes from more time-consuming

collocation methods.

Our analysis of the risk e¤ects have exclusively been concentrated on the business cycle implications of

risk by considering deviations from the stochastic �xed point. The risk considerations in these models

have also important e¤ects on this stochastic state around which the cycles are oscillating. The magnitude

of these e¤ects can be quite large and the dynamics between di¤erent stochastic steady states in case of

policy changes or other structural changes might be very informative for optimal policy analysis.

The model should be extended with additional frictions on the �nancial intermediation process that re�ect

liquidity and maturity risks and that implies a more realistic balance sheet composition of both �nancial

intermediaries, �rms and households. Capital constraints are important but are not able to explain all

the stylized facts of the �nancial crisis and produce sometimes counterfactual results, for instance in

terms of procyclical leverage (see Adrian, Colla and Shin (2012)). A more exhaustive model should also

need to model the option for borrowers to switch between bank �nancing and market �nancing (Adrian

and Boyarchenko (2012) or De Fiore and Uhlig (2011)), allow for additional liquidity risk/constraints and

consider di¤erent types of �nancial intermediaries where some are behaving as VaR-investors while other

might act as mean-variance investors.
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Table 1: Calibrated parameters of the model ( in per annum terms)

Parameter Description Baseline
Production
� Capital e¢ ciency shock 0.02
� Depreciation rate 0.10
� Adjustment cost 20
�A Productivity constant 0.35
� Productivity price feedback 0
l Wage share 0.60
Intermediation
m Reputation sensitivity 2.50
� Debt share 0.50
� Banker exit rate 0.13
 Entry Sharpe ratio 2
Other
� Discount rate 0.02

Table 2: Simulation of baseline model: summary statistics (in percent)

Baseline model Data
Total Distress Non-distress Distress Non-distress

Vol(Eq) 32.63 42.66 19.72 31.48 17.54
Vol(I) 2.47 2.23 2.07 8.05 6.61
Vol(C) 1.86 1.41 1.66 1.71 1.28
Vol(SR) 19.95 23.87 2.30 60.14 12.72
Vol(K) 2.03 1.64 1.78 - -
Vol(Y) 2.03 1.64 1.78 - -
Vol(Q) 1.00 1.26 0.62 - -
Cov(Eq,I) 0.64 0.83 0.37 1.31 0.07
Cov(Eq,C) 0.43 0.48 0.28 0.25 0.03
Cov(Eq,SR) -1.72 -2.88 -0.01 -6.86 -0.14
Cov(Eq,Q) 0.31 0.50 0.12 - -

Notes: This table presents summary statistics (volatility and covariances) for the simu-
lated annual growth rate of equity (EQ), investments (I), consumption (C), capital (K),
output (Y) and capital price (Q). For the Sharpe ratio (SR) the level is used. The data
reported in the table are taken from HK(2012). The de�nition of distressed and non-
distressed periods is based on the observed Sharpe ratio: the distressed period is de�ned
as the 33% highest realizations of the Sharpe ratio.
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Table 3: Simulation of extended model (� = 0:15): summary statistics (in percent)

Alternative model (� = 0:15) Data
Total Distress Non-distress Distress Non-distress

Vol(Eq) 36.98 53.59 14.55 31.48 17.54
Vol(I) 3.20 3.08 2.56 8.05 6.61
Vol(C) 2.97 2.82 2.39 1.71 1.28
Vol(SR) 21.00 22.35 1.11 60.14 12.72
Vol(K) 2.07 1.68 1.75 - -
Vol(Y) 3.03 2.87 2.44 - -
Vol(Q) 2.53 3.02 1.71 - -
Cov(Eq,I) 0.84 1.42 0.26 1.31 0.07
Cov(Eq,C) 0.77 1.30 0.24 0.25 0.03
Cov(Eq,SR) -1.58 -2.69 0.03 -6.86 -0.14
Cov(Eq,Q) 0.78 1.40 0.21 - -

Notes: This table presents summary statistics (volatility and covariances) for the simu-
lated annual growth rate of equity (EQ), investments (I), consumption (C), capital (K),
output (Y) and capital price (Q). For the Sharpe ratio (SR) the level is used. The data
reported in the table are taken from HK(2012). The de�nition of distressed and non-
distressed periods is based on the observed Sharpe ratio: the distressed period is de�ned
as the 33% highest realizations of the Sharpe ratio.

Table 4: Simulation of discrete-time baseline model: summary statistics (in percent)

Baseline model - 3e order 1e order Data
Total Distress Non-distress Total Distress Non-distress

Vol(Eq) 17.11 23.90 9.44 7.94 31.48 17.54
Vol(I) 2.22 2.18 2.23 1.96 8.05 6.61
Vol(C) 1.88 1.86 1.90 1.96 1.71 1.28
Vol(SR) 2.56 2.81 0.58 0.00 60.14 12.72
Vol(K) 1.98 1.95 1.99 1.96 - -
Vol(Y) 1.98 1.95 1.99 1.96 - -
Vol(Q) 0.51 0.49 0.50 0.00 - -
Cov(Eq,I) 0.21 0.40 0.12 0.15 1.31 0.07
Cov(Eq,C) 0.18 0.36 0.10 0.15 0.25 0.03
Cov(Eq,SR) -0.54 -1.11 -0.01 0.00 -6.86 -0.14
Cov(Eq,Q) 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.00 - -

Notes: This table presents summary statistics (volatility and covariances) for the simu-
lated annual growth rate of equity (EQ), investments (I), consumption (C), capital (K),
output (Y) and capital price (Q). For the Sharpe ratio (SR) the level is used. The data
reported in the table are taken from He and Krishnamurthy (2012). The de�nition of dis-
tressed and non-distressed periods is based on the observed Sharpe ratio: the distressed
period is de�ned as the 33% highest realizations of the Sharpe ratio.
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Table 5: Parameter calibration

� � � h � � � �p �w � 	 r� � � m " "
0.96 0.10 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.6 25 0.10 0.02 0.5 0.20 1.5 0.0 0.5 2.5 1.0 0.2

Table 6: Estimated standard errors of DSGE model (first-order approximation)

�z �z �GDP �inv �cons �hours
0.0075 0.95 0.48 0.58 1.19 0.45

Table 7: Simulation of DSGE model: summary statistics (in percent)

DSGE model - third-order 1e order
Total Distress Non-distress Total

Vol(Eq) 20.36 24.28 13.43 8.37
Vol(I) 8.40 8.90 8.17 5.23
Vol(C) 1.27 1.13 1.19 1.31
Vol(SR) 6.16 7.20 1.68 0.00
Vol(K) 0.45 0.30 0.32 0.31
Vol(Y) 2.78 2.80 2.77 2.25
Vol(Q) 5.20 5.42 5.08 3.31
Cov(Eq,I) 0.74 1.50 0.37 0.41
Cov(Eq,C) 0.12 0.15 0.08 0.08
Cov(Eq,Q) 0.42 0.92 0.20 0.25
Cov(Eq,SR) -1.18 -2.07 -0.08 0.00

Notes: This table presents summary statistics (volatility and covariances) for the simu-
lated annual growth rate of equity (EQ), investments (I), consumption (C), capital (K),
output (Y) and capital price (Q). For the Sharpe ratio (SR) the level is used. The data
reported in the table are taken from He and Krishnamurthy (2012). The de�nition of dis-
tressed and non-distressed periods is based on the observed Sharpe ratio: the distressed
period is de�ned as the 33% highest realizations of the Sharpe ratio.
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Table 8: Sensitivity analysis: the contribution of risk considerations in the volatility of
macroeconomic and financial variables

SR Vol(Eq) Vol(Q) Vol(inv) Vol(C) Vol(Y)

baseline 29.87 20.35 5.20 8.40 1.27 2.78
risk contribution 100% 59% 36% 38% -3% 19%

risk aversion interm. = 2.75 32.81 37.19 5.58 9.02 1.31 2.88
risk contribution 100% 72% 40% 41% -2% 20%

representative agent 5.77 - 3.34 5.30 1.34 2.29
risk contribution 100% - 0% 0% 0% 0%

constant leverage = 2.5 32.64 6.99 4.46 7.13 1.35 2.69
risk contribution 100% 29% 25% 26% 0% 14%

RBC-version 19.59 7.14 2.14 3.40 1.66 2.15
risk contribution 100% -12% 9% 9% -7% 0%

inv.adj.cost = 30 34.25 73.84 6.49 8.66 1.30 2.74
risk contribution 100% 87% 42% 43% 3% 22%

mon.pol.in�ation reaction = 3 31.98 24.62 5.45 8.81 1.51 3.10
risk contribution 100% 60% 36% 37% -19% 13%

�nancial constraints on �rms 30.41 11.70 4.99 8.01 3.47 4.67
risk contribution 100% 15% 23% 24% 12% 17%

Notes: The risk contribution is de�ned as the part of volatility explained by risk considerations
and is computed as the di¤erence in volatility under the third and �rst-order approximations.
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Figure 1: Balance sheets of households and financial intermediaries
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Figure 2: Global solution of the baseline AK model
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Figure 3: Global solution of the baseline AK model
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Figure 4: Comparing global dyamics of AK model under baseline and alternatives
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Figure 5: Comparing solutions under global dynamics and approximation based on contin-
uous constraint
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Figure 6: Simulation-based solution of baseline discrete-time AK model
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Figure 7: Simulation-based solution of DSGE model
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Figure 8: IRF analysis of the DSGE model: financial variables
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Figure 9: IRF analysis of the DSGE model: macro variables
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Figure 10: Model-implied dynamics of tfp and financial intermediation: historical decom-
position
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Figure 11: Contribution of risk channel to asset price and investment dynamics: coun-
terfactual simulation
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Figure 12: Contribution of risk channel to macroeconomic dynamics: counterfactual
simulation
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